PODIATRIC PATHOLOGY

Biopsy Planning and
Post-Biopsy Tissue
Handling: A Synopsis
Underutilization of these procedures is an
all-too-common problem among DPM’s.
conditions that
1) are too large
to be shaven or
Introduction
2) have a deep
As a general rule, the podiatric
dermal compoprofession is notorious for its undernent (requiring
utilization of cutaneous and soft tisdeeper
samsue biopsy techniques. In some inpling). This is
stances, such under-use may be atthe ideal techtributed to trepidation stemming
nique for samfrom a lack of familiarity with the
pling all forms
biopsy techniques themselves; howof dermatitis;
ever, I believe this is not the preemiFigure 1: A 2mm punch biopsy. This tech- however, this is
nent cause. In my experience, the
nique is used for epidermal nerve fiber den- far from where
most common reason that many posity testing, however a 3mm punch in nec- its utility ends.
diatric clinicians don’t use biopsy
essary in that context (courtesy Carl
Punches may be
techniques to their fullest is a degree
Solomon, DPM).
used to sample
of insecurity regarding when to use
suspected vasculitis, ulcers, large
under-utilization
which biopsy and what to do with
pigmented lesions (those too large
and the latter
them once the
to be shaven), and other large suswould likely rebiopsy has been
pected neoplasms (those that are
sult in suboptimal
performed.
In
As a general rule, the
greater than 1cm in diameter).
sampling in more
most offices, the
Three-millimeter punches are used
than
half
of
the
support staff is illpodiatric profession is
for epidermal nerve fiber density
cases in which a
prepared to offer
testing (Figure 1). Small punches
biopsy is being
much in the way
notorious for its
(2mm) also may be ideal for planused. Simply statof guidance, leavunder-utilization of
tar verrucous lesions. Because this
ed, anytime tissue
ing the clinicians
technique samples the full thickis taken to obtain a
on their own.
cutaneous and soft
ness of such plantar lesions, it aldiagnosis through
The purpose
tissue biopsy
lows dermatopathologists to accuhistopathologic
of this report is to
rately discriminate between genanalysis, a biopsy
summarize the
techniques.
uine verrucae and clinically idenhas been perindications for
tical verrucous carcinomas. In
formed. Common
biopsy,
when
sum, punch biops ies are ideal
techniques ineach technique is
when a small part of a much largclude, but are not limited to, punch
most appropriate, and the method
er lesion is submitted for
biopsy, shave biopsy, saucerization
of fixation that is required for labohistopathology.
(a form of shave biopsy), curettage,
ratory examination.
core needle, and aspiration biopsy.
Standard shave biopsies
Biopsy Techniques
(CPT 11300 series) are used much
Punch biopsy (CPT 11100 iniNot uncommonly, clinicians
more commonly in dermatologic
tial, CPT 11101 subsequent) is a
create unnecessary limitations with
common technique used to sample
respect to how they should use
Continued on page 90
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biopsies and
what constitutes
a ‘biopsy’ itself.
We can easily
fall into a pattern of thinking
whereby
we
equate the word
‘biopsy’ with a
3:1 ellipse or
limit the word
biopsy to only
those
specimens taken by
punch
technique. Either
misimpression
might result in
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question. Depreviously depending on the
scribed techsize of the mass,
practices than are punches. In fact,
niques; howevthe biopsy inthe combination of standard shaves
er, it remains a
strument is set
and saucerizations) represents the
viable biopsy
by the clinician
overwhelming majority of biopsies
technique for
to sample to a
performed by dermatologists. This
many dermatoldesired depth
technique uses a scalpel to “shave
ogists. Curettage
using a springoff” a lesion of concern (Figure 2),
uses a dermal
loaded mechaleaving a shallow iatrogenic ulceracurette to scrape
nism. The detion in its wake. Shave biopsies
the surface of
vice is discontrast sharply with punch biopthe skin to obsies in many respects. Shaves do
tain the desired Figure 2: Standard shave biopsy. This is the charged and the
not routinely sample the deep dertissue sample procedure of choice for sampling papules sample is obtained. This is
mis, rather, they typically extend
(Figure 4). The and small nodules.
usually repeated
only to the depth of the superficial
disadvantage of
into the masses’ various quadrants.
dermis. In addition, where punches
curettage is largely related to how
are relatively narrow (most punches
difficult these specimens may be to
Needle aspiration biopsy
are 2-4mm in diameter), shaves
histopathologically examine. Inher(CPT 10021 without imaging guidoften encompass a broad sample of
ent in the mechanics of this techance or 10022 with imaging) is
superficial skin (often 1cm or
nique is the fragmentation of the
slightly less invasive than is core
greater in width).
sample. This may
needle biopsy but has essentially
Shave technique
make the tissue
the same indications. This techis the ideal samimpossible to corClinicians create
nique uses a large gauge hypoderpling method for
rectly
orient,
mic needle and a large syringe to
unexplained
which
can
comunnecessary
sample fluid and/or cells from
papules (elevated
plicate
its
limitations with
deeply seated masses (Figure 6). The
lesions measuring
histopathologic
secret of core needle biopsy is to
5mm or less in diexamination.
respect to how they
create a vacuum once the needle
ameter), and can
has been introduced into the mass
be used for macCore needle
should use biopsies
and to maintain the vacuum
ules (flat lesions
biopsy is an ideal
and what constitutes
throughout the remaining aspirameasuring less
method of charaction
procedure. The needle should
than 1cm in diterizing
m
o
r
e
a ‘biopsy’ itself.
be redirected into each of the 4
ameter). Usually a
deeply seated
quadrants twice, without releasing
standard shave is
masses. This techthe plunger and without completeperformed when
nique is perfect
ly removing the needle from the
the lesion in question appears sufor investigating tumors of the soft
mass. Any fluid that is obtained
perficial and/or exophytic (outward
tissue. Essentially any mass that
may be expelled into fixative. If
growing).
falls into the differential diagnosis
grossly perceivable tissue is not obwith a lipoma or ganglion could be
tained, fixative
Saucerization (CPT 11300 sesampled using
should
be
ries) is a technique that is closely
core needle
drawn up into
related to a standard shave biopsy.
technique. Makthe syringe and
In fact, saucerization has many of
ers of core neethen squirted
the same indications and is coded
dles include
back into the
identically. This technique uses a
Temno™ and
specimen conbendable blade, not dissimilar to a
Tru-cut™ (Figure
tainer. This
Gillette razor blade, to “scoop out”
5). Core needles
functions to
the tissue of concern (Figure 3).
are hollow,
flush any of the
Where standard shaves are ideal for
large gauge neepotentially neosuperficial and/or exophytic ledles designed to
plastic cells out
sions, saucerizations are better for
withd r a w
of the aspiration
flat or endophytic (inward growing)
t h i n columns
lesions. Conceptually, this techof tissue from Figure 3: Saucerization biopsy. This tech- needle.
nique is thought of as a more agwithin the mass nique is ideal when sampling flat lesions
Biopsy
gressive method of sampling and
in
question. and those that require additional depth.
Indications
thus can lend itself more to comThe technique
The indications for biopsy vary
plete excision than can shave.
is easy to perform and is highly efdepending on the nature of the lefective. To obtain tissue using core
sion in question. As a general rule,
Curettage (CPT 11100 unless
needle biopsy, the skin overlying
there are three categories of indicacompletely excised) is a less comthe mass is lanced and the instrumon sampling method than are the
ment is inserted to abut the mass in
Continued on page 92
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noir. The criteria which should lead
to the consideration of biopsy within this class of lesions are: 1) asymtions for biopsy: 1) atypically apmetry of configuration, 2) asymmepearing lesions, 2) typically appeartry or variegation of color, 3) irreging lesions which behave in an
ular outlines, or 4) size greater than
atypical fashion, 3) progressive,
6mm in dia m e t e r . T h e s y m m e longstanding lesions or conditions
t r y o f configuration should be aswhich cannot be adequately exsessed in 3 diplained. For inmensions. As
flammatory c o n such, if the led i t i o n s / dersion is bisected
matitis, the indiin a plane that
cations are preis perpendicular
dominantly reto the skin, each
lated to the pahalf should be
tient’s percepidentical, not
tion of the conjust with regard
dition. Indicato its shape
tions include,
along the skin’s
but are not limsurface, but also
ited to: 1) significant patient Figure 4: Curettage. This technique can be its elevations
depresfrustration, 2) used for sampling superficial lesions which a n d
sions. It should
severe symp- can be “scraped off” the skin surface.
also be stated
tomatology, 3)
that newly arisrecalcitrance
ing or changing
and 4) those
lesions greater
cases that have
than 6mm in
entirely nondiameter in
specific clinical
adults represent
findings. In conan absolute intrast, the indicadication
for
tions for biopsy
biopsy, not a
in relation to
relative one.
pigmented lesions of the skin
The indicaare almost enFigure 5: Core needle biopsy. Pictured is a
tirely related to Temno™ core needle which is ideal for har- tions for biopsy
the clinician’s vesting tissue from subcutaneous or deep in relation to
non-pigmentimpression of soft tissue masses.
ed tumors of
the lesion in
the skin are less
question. Asymwell defined
metry of pigand lend themment, asymmeselves to more
try of configurasubjectivity
tion, irregular
than those for
outlines, and a
pigmented lediameter
of
sions. For the
greater
than
most part,
6mm all reprep a p u l e s ,
sent indications
nodules, and
for biopsy.
plaques that
Pigmented Figure 6: Needle aspiration biopsy. This is a cannot be effeclesions include useful technique to help guide the surgeon tively explained
all those lesions toward open biopsy, additional imaging, etc. should receive
prompt biopsy,
that might fall
or at minimum, clinical follow-up.
within the differential diagnosis of
Lesions that do not show evidence
a pigmented malignant melanoma.
of resolution or involution should
This differential diagnosis includes
be sampled. An important point
lesions as disparate as solar lentihere is that simply harboring a
gos, melanocytic nevi, seborrheic
keratoses, tinea nigra, and talon
Continued on page 94
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complete excisions. This constellation of facts has the net result of diminishing the number of biopsies
performed by podiatric clinicians
and lowering their index of suspicion when dealing with soft tissue masses in
the foot. In
many instances,
diagnostic procedures are delayed, resulting
in tumor progression and a
worsened prognosis.

ration biopsy. This technique has
the advantage of being minimally
invasive and well tolerated. This
makes it an easy technique to perform as a purely investigative procedure, allowing clinicians to rule in
or out the obvious diagnoses. Masses that fail to produce an aspirate
(“dry taps”) should be taken for
open biopsy, the most common
form of which is core needle biopsy.
When the aspiration of a mass produces fluid of an unusual consistency, it should be sent for cytopathologic analysis. Initial aspiration
biopsies, which produce clear mucinous fluid typical of a ganglion,
may be sent for analysis at the clinician’s discretion; however, subsequent aspirations performed on recalcitrant lesions must be analyzed.

papule or nodule that cannot be explained is of itself “atypical”. Frank
evidence of malignancy is not
necessary to
prompt a biopsy. In keeping
with this theme,
biopsies should
be considered
on all ulcers
that cannot be
adequately explained, and
those that persist despite appropriately targeted therapy. Figure 7: This Kaposi’s sarcoma in a 40 yearAs a general
Additional mis- old male could easily be confused with a rule, progressive
cellaneous biop- pyogenic granuloma. (courtesy Carl soft tissue masssy indications Solomon, DPM).
es that cannot
Technique Selection
include: verrube adequately
cous lesions in
explained should be inLarge plaques, patches
persons over 40
vestigated. The dimension
The principles for technique seyears of age, tuthat is often given in the
lection are fairly rudimentary with
mors of all types
orthopedic oncology literfew exceptions. Dermatitides and
that show recalature as an absolute indiother conditions of the skin, which
citrance, and
cation for biopsy is 5cm;
are too broad to “shave off”, are inpyogenic granuhowever, this is of little
stead punched. Inflammatory conlomata in pervalue when dealing with
ditions that would most often be
sons over 40
masses in the foot because
punched include psoriasis, eczema(Figure 7).
of their easy accessibility.
tous (nummular) dermatitis, lichen
Tumors become evident
planus, granuloma annulare, and
The soft tisat a much smaller size in
all conditions that might fall into
sue includes all
the foot and thus should
their differential diagnosis. Neothe non-epithebe investigated. Simply
plasms also may be punched in
lial, non-skele- Figure 8: This high-grade fi- having a cystic composome instances. Squamous cell cartal, and non-vis- brosarcoma was not biopsied be- nent does not exclude the
cinoma in-situ may present as a
ceral tissue of cause like a ganglion it transillu- possibility of neoplasia as
plaque and thus
the body. This minated.
highwarrant punch
includes smooth
grade
biopsy. Similarmuscle, skeletal muscle, adipose tissarcomas and
ly, melanoma insue, fibrous tissue, and peripheral
many adnexal
situ may present
neural tissue, amongst others. The
carcinomas can
as a broad patch
indications related to biopsying tucavitate . Simior plaque that is
mors of the soft tissue are complilarly, a mass’s
more conducive
cated by three facts. Foremost, tutendency toto punch techmors of the soft tissue are usualward trans-illunique (Figure 9).
ly masked by the overlying skin
mination does
In general terms,
and fascia, making their clinical
not equate with
when a small
features entirely nonspecific. Secbenignancy.
ondly, the foot boasts a large numMany cystic and Figure 9: Melanoma in-situ may present as a part of a patch or
large patch, which is best sampled with
plaque is sampled
ber of benign soft tissue masses that
myxoid maligmultiple punch biopsies (Courtesy Mark
for histopatholoaren’t particularly common elsenancies
will Lambert, DPM).
gy, punch techwhere within the body. Ganglia, for
trans-illuminate
nique is the technique of choice. One
instance, are largely limited to the
to some extent (Figure 8). Imaging
exception to the general rule that
hands and feet. The same is true of
may be helpful; however, as many
only large lesions are punched, and
digital mucous cysts. Finally, podiclinicians will acknowledge, this
those that are small are shaven, inatric clinicians may be unaware of
rarely provides a definitive opinion
volves verrucous lesions on the plancore needle and aspiration biopsy
with regard to a mass’s potential bitar surface. Because keratotic lesions
techniques, instead relying on
ologic behavior. Early investigamore invasive open biopsies or
tions may be aided by needle aspiContinued on page 96
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In contrast to neoplastic ulcers,
of the plantar surface tend to be ento characterize inflammatory uldophytic, shaves may not sample
cers, only punch biopsy techniques
deep enough to
are recommendobtain diagnostic
ed. In most
tissue. For such
cases, the cause
lesions, punch
of the ulceratechnique will
tion in question
better allow the
lies deep within
dermatopatholothe dermis, far
gist to distinbelow
the
guish between lereaches of a susions that may
perficial shave
mimic
each
biopsy.
For
other superficialmost conditions
ly. An example
at least two
of two lesions Figure 10: Neoplastic ulcers may closely re- punches are recthat might be semble those that have medical etiologies. ommended, one
identical superfi- Such lesions may be easily sampled with a central and one
central and peripheral punch biopsy.
cially, and one
over the epiderthat has caught
mal lip at the
me unsuspectperiphery of the ulcer.
ing, are those of
One exception to this
superficial palrecommendation would
moplantar wart
be for suspected vasculiand verrucous
tis. In this context, mulcarcinoma.
tiple random punches
are required over the
Ulcers
ulcer base. In the case of
Ulcers may
vasculitis, the objective is
be sampled by
to sample multiple locaseveral methods
tions along the ulcer
depending
base in hopes of finding
largely on their
an affected vessel within
clinical setting.
the underlying dermis.
Ulcers may be
Because this is a search
either neoplastic Figure 11: Advanced superficial that is reminiscent of
(carcinoma or neoplasms such as this melanoma depth charges seeking
melanoma) (Fig- are sampled to precisely charac- out an underlying subure 10) or in- terize a known malignancy.
marine, there is an adflammatory (stavantage to using punchsis or vasculitis) in etiology. In
es of 3mm or larger.
most instances punches are ideal in
either setting; however, exceptions
Advanced superficial tumors
exist. When punches are used, their
In most cases, the objective
ideal number and placement might
when biopsying advanced superfivary. When characterizing suspectcial tumors is not to rule in or out
ed neoplastic ulcerations, a single
malignancy as much as it is to depunch may be all that is needed to
fine the type of malignancy (Figure
obtain a diagnosis; however, in
11). This allows the clinicians to
such conditions two are better than
know whether they should deal
one to ensure appropriate samwith the neoplasm in question
pling. In this clinical setting, one
themselves, or whether the patient
central punch and one upon the
should be referred out to an altermounded flesh at the periphery of
native subspecialist. In addition, for
the ulcer is usually adequate. Usualthose cases that are to be referred
ly relatively small punches are adeout, the precise diagnosis will proquate. Alternatively, clinicians
vide the podiatric physician with
could potentially use a dermal
the information s/he needs to refer
curette or scalpel to obtain viable
the patient out to the appropriate
tissue from the ulcer’s base and
discipline. In this setting, a punch
proud peripheral flesh.
biopsy will allow the clinician diag-
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nostic tissue without complicating
a future excision or sentinel node
biopsy.
Soft tissue/subcutaneous masses
Deep soft tissue masses and
those lesions which clinically resemble them were discussed briefly
above. To elaborate, there are four
methods of sampling masses of the
soft tissue: 1) excisional biopsy, 2)
incisional open biopsy, 3) core needle biopsy, 4) needle aspiration
biopsy. Excisional biopsy should be

Shaves typically
extend only to the
depth of the
superficial dermis.

reserved for bases that are small
and proven to be benign. The accidental excision of an unsuspected
sarcoma could have prognostic significance ranging from loss of limb
to loss of life. Incisional open biopsy carries with it the advantage that
a larger volume of tissue is removed, which may be useful for
testing purposes. However, due to
the high risk of wound site complications, and poor tumor sampling,
this technique is usually initially
deferred. The most common technique for sampling soft tissue masses in the extremities is core needle
biopsy. This technique allows the
surgeon to harvest cores of tissue
from various sites within the mass
in question and has a very low
complication rate. The most common core needles for this indication are Tru-cut™ and Tenmo™. Needle aspiration is an excellent initial
minimally invasive technique to
help verify benign diagnoses (ganglia), and to help guide clinicians
to more invasive biopsy techniques
when indicated.
Papules or macules
Papules and macules are by definition less than 1cm in greatest dimension (Figure 12). Because of
Continued on page 98
www.podiatrym.com

crystal analysis and review under polarized light. Regardless of the biopsy
method, alcohol is preferred unless
the sample is
kept fresh in a
sterile container
or a slide preparation is made in
the office setting.
Remember formalin contains
90% water, and
water dissolves
monosodium
urate crystals.
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lie deep to the skin surface.

their small size they can often be removed entirely, or almost entirely,
using a standard shave technique or
saucerization. By removing the preponderance of the lesion in question
for histopathologic analysis, the dermatopathologist will be far less likely to be fooled by inadequate sampling. Papules are small elevations
over the skin surface which measure
less than 5mm (1cm in some texts).
Because these primary lesions are elevated, they are readily shaved flush
using a 15 or 10 blade. As papules
become small nodules, they tend to
become less superficial in extent. For
relatively small nodules that seem to
have a component that extends
deeper into the dermis, or for macules (small flat alterations in pigment), saucerization is often a preferred biopsy technique. Because
saucerization uses a metal blade that
is bent to form an arch, this technique allows the physician to
“scoop out” the biopsy site. The
curve of the blade allows for better
control when sampling lesions that

Post-Biopsy Specimen
Handling
The correct
handing of the
biopsy specimen, after the
procedure has
been performed,
could make the
difference between obtaining
a rapid diagnosis and the performance of a
Epidermal
wasted proce- Figure 12: Papules and macules such as this
fiber
dure. The over- basal cell carcinoma are best sampled using nerve
whelming ma- shave technique or saucerization (Courtesy density testing: Formalin
jority of tissue Mark Lambert, DPM).
fixative is an exthat is sampled
cellent preservative for routine
using biopsy techniques should be
histopathology; however, it has
fixed in formalin (10% formaldedeleterious effects on tissue taken
hyde); however, exceptions exist.
for epidermal nerve fiber density
The exceptions are as follows:
analysis (degenerates intra-epidermal nerves and blocks important
Gout: When gout is suspected,
antibody binding sites on their surthe specimen should be placed in deface). There are two potential fixahydrated alcohol. Alcohol preserves
tives that can be used for this test,
the monosodium urate crystals for
each typically distributed only by
labs specializing in this test (see
www.bakopathology.com for more
information).
Aspirations: Aspiration biopsies are ideally preserved in cytologic fixative. Formalin may dull some
of the fine nuclear features that aid
in diagnoses. Alternatively, slide
preparations may be made in the
office setting when clinicians have
experience in this technique. We
have made important diagnoses on
aspirates that were received in formalin fixative; however, clinicians
should know that this fixative has
some limitations.
Cultures: Samples taken for microbiologic culture are not typically
considered “biopsies” in the same
sense as those procedures herein discussed and would not be billed in
the same manner. Such samples are
mentioned here only to stress that
tissue taken for culture should be
kept fresh and not contaminated.
This may be done using appropriate
tissue swabs, agar slants, or sterile
cups. There is a roughly 3 day window within which such specimens
Continued on page 100
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should be plated after which bacterial cultures begin to be compromised.
Formalin and alcohol will preserve
tissue for histopathologic analysis,
but it will kill all living cells within
the sample.

ple will begin to erode. For this reason, the specimen is typically retained within the clinical practice
for 12-24 hours as it is being fixed,
rinsed, and then placed in cryoprotectant for shipping.

Conclusion
In summary,
Most biopsies
there are a host of
are small, either
biopsy techniques
The small size of
in width, depth,
within the armaor both. Their
mentarium of tomost biopsies makes
small size makes
day’s podiatric surthem particularly
them particularly
geon, each of
susceptible to air
which has its own
susceptible to air
dry artifact. Once
indications. Many
samples that are
of the indications
dry artifact
to be analyzed
for these procehistopathologicaldures are absolute
ly are placed in
and leave room for
formalin fixative,
subjectivity only in
they are indefinitely preserved. The
unique circumstances. Once the indicase is similar with alcohol. Punch
cation has been acknowledged, the
biopsies taken for epidermal nerve
most appropriate biopsy technique
fiber density are unique in that
should be chosen and performed. The
they can be left in their special fixaproduct of most biopsies will be small
tive (not formalin) for only 24
,making it necessary to quickly transhours before the quality of the samfer the specimen into the correct fixa-
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tive. Formalin is usually the fixative
of choice but exceptions do exist. Finally, although there is always an
“ideal” technique for a particular indication, the fundamental principle is
that “making the diagnosis trumps all
else”. As physicians, we’ll virtually
never do harm by doing a less than
ideal procedure; however, in some instances, we will ensure harm by doing
nothing at all. ■
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